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ABSTRACT
Mentoring programmes are considered a core component of professional learning approaches for early career teachers (ECTs) as they commence in and progress through the first few years in the profession. Mentoring in the contemporary Australian context, however, is situated within a culture of high teacher standardisation, as is the case in numerous countries across the word. The Australian Professional Standards for Teachers (“the Standards”), for example, are the measuring device against which full teacher registration of ECTs is awarded as well as being put forward as the framework that informs teacher goal setting and development. In such circumstances, lines between mentoring purposed for teacher growth and for accountability may be blurred, and mentoring may be delimited to teachers’ work privileged in the Standards. In this paper, we report on data collected and thematically analysed from semi-structured interviews with 15 mentors and 15 ECTs from eight independent schools across Queensland and New South Wales in Australia about the role of the Standards in their mentoring work. Findings demonstrated that these mentors and ECTs address the Standards during mentoring ranging from regulatory to developmental to cursory. These findings have implications for the development of mentoring programmes, in Australia and elsewhere, where mentoring occurs in neoliberal cultures of audit.
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Background
Mentoring is considered a core component of professional learning approaches for early career teachers (ECTs), also known as beginning teachers, as they commence in and progress through the first five years in the profession (Aarts et al., 2020; Miles & Knipe, 2018). Advocacy for this approach is grounded in its reported potential to assist novice teachers in managing and thriving in the earliest stages of their careers through professional development.
capacity building, social and emotional support and socialisation into the profession. At a more pragmatic level, mentoring is seen as one weapon in a political arsenal seeking to reform education and stem the rising tide of ECT attrition (Goodwin et al., 2021), a contributing factor to the concerning teacher workforce shortages in both Australia (Heffernan et al., 2022) and internationally (Craig, 2017). In Australia, for example, there is, while not mandated, an expectation that all schools provide mentoring support to ECTs. However, contemporary mentoring occurs within a landscape of mounting formative accountability (Thompson et al., 2022).

Performance accountability takes the form of professional teacher standards in many OECD countries such as Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the United States of America (US), and the United Kingdom (UK). In Australia, the site of this research, teachers are required to meet the Australian Professional Standards for Teachers (AITSL) (hereafter referred to as “Professional Standards”, “Teacher Standards” or “Standards”), introduced in 2011 as part of a larger national education reform agenda. Progressing through four career stages (graduate, proficient, highly accomplished, and lead) and constitutive of a set of seven overarching standards (see Table 1) and 37 focus areas, these take on particular significance for ECTs as they must illustrate their practice against these Standards at the Proficient career stage to move from provisional to full teacher registration, also known as accreditation. This comes in the form of a portfolio that must be compiled by the ECT which serves as a collection of annotated evidence from their practice showing how these Standards have been met.

Furthermore, AITSL (2023, p. 37) explicitly states with regard to mentoring that “it is expected that 100% of the programmes use the standards to guide professional growth of mentees to both Graduate and Proficient career stages”, opening the door to standards-driven mentoring, an approach seemingly encouraged in Standard 6.1: *Use the Australian Professional Standards for Teachers and advice from colleagues to identify and plan professional learning needs.*

In such circumstances, lines between mentoring for teacher growth and mentoring intended to improve teacher accountability may be blurred, and furthermore, mentoring may be delimited to the set of measurable functions (what teachers should know and do) as defined by the Standards. AITSL (2011) argues that:

> developing professional standards for teachers that can guide professional learning, practice and engagement facilitates the improvement of teacher quality and contributes positively to the public standing of the profession.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Domains and standards of the Australian Professional Standards for Teachers (APSTs) (AITSL, 2017).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Domain</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Professional Knowledge</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Professional Practice</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Professional Engagement</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
However, there is also mounting research that warns that not only do the Standards not do justice to what teachers need to know and do, they importantly do not address what teachers need to be. Nor do they encompass the ever-changing and complex needs of learners or prepare ECTs to meet these complexities and challenges of an uncertain and rapidly evolving profession (Goodwin et al., 2021). Unlike the broader and more holistic teacher standards employed in some other countries such as Hong Kong, the Australian Teacher Standards, similarly to those in the US, have been described as overly simplistic and technicist (Goodwin, 2021). In other words, mentoring to the Standards alone for purposes of regulation, as opposed to mentoring for teacher development (Grima-Farrell et al., 2019; Mahony & Hextall, 2000) threatens to undermine its very purpose. Further, a singular focus on the Standards as representative of early-career teachers’ learning needs to progress and thrive in the profession may result in mentoring practices that are framed by “reductive typologies of professionalism” (Goodwin, 2021, p. 7) which fall short of achieving the intended outcomes for ECTs.

It is therefore critical to understand the ways in which the Standards and mentoring practice with ECTs intersect. In so doing, we respond to the following research question:

In what ways are the Teacher Standards addressed and used by teachers as they participate in the mentoring process?

In this paper, we report on data collected and thematically analysed from semi-structured interviews, as part of a larger mentoring project, with 15 mentors and 15 ECTs from eight independent schools across Queensland and New South Wales, two of the largest Australian States, about the role of the Standards in their mentoring conversations. Australian Independent schools are one of three schooling sectors that are, by their very nature, considered to have greater levels of autonomy, or “decision-making authority” (Demas & Arcia, 2015, p. 3) over their ways of working. Therefore, they provide a rich site for an investigation that seeks to understand the varying ways in which the Australian Standards manifest in mentoring for ECTs.

This paper extends on work previously undertaken by Grima-Farrell et al. (2019) on the deployment of Teacher Standards, though that work focused on the pre-service space. In that study (Grima-Farrell et al., 2019), the Teacher Standards are discussed from two different perspectives. Regulation, otherwise explained as assessment of the pre-service teachers’ effectiveness for purposes of accountability or assessment, was contrasted with development, with the Standards operating as a frame of reference for supervising teachers giving feedback to pre-service teachers on practicum for the purposes of building capacity in areas defined within the Standards (Grima-Farrell et al., 2019).

The current study subsequently builds on this conceptualisation of the Standards at work in mentoring to report on the experiential accounts of mentors and ECTs to understand their use of the Standards. In so doing, this study will seek to understand how mentors and ECTs perceive the role of the Teacher Standards in their mentoring practice and therefore to better understand how mentoring can navigate the challenges of standardisation and meet the complex needs of contemporary Australian ECTs.

This paper will firstly review the literature pertaining to factors of influence on mentoring practices for ECTs, internationally and in Australia, specifically in relation to mentoring and the use of professional standards. Following this, it will detail the methodology
employed. Finally, it will present and discuss key findings and conclude with implications for practice and future research.

**Mentoring ECTs and professional standards**

The literature on mentoring of ECTs covers a range of topics, including: what mentoring is; the variety of mentor roles (Jaspers et al., 2014; Orland-Barak, 2001); the ways it contributes to student outcomes (Nolan & Molla, 2018; Shanks et al., 2022); the impact of mentoring on beginning teachers (Richter et al., 2013; Vaitzman Ben-David & Berkovich, 2021) and their retention in the profession. However, research into the perception and experience of mentoring within the context of the Standards for ECTs and mentors is limited.

Instead, research reports on the purpose of the Standards more generally in the ECT space in a myriad of ways. First, the Standards are often seen as a way of inducting new teachers into the profession (Darling-Hammond, 2017; Ingvarson, 2019). As such, the Teacher Standards are framed as what those in the profession need to know and do. Second, and related to this, is the view that the Standards are used as a tool for moving beginning teachers to full registration in the profession (Langdon et al., 2019). As such, the Standards are used as a “means by which good teaching can be identified, rewarded and celebrated” (Mayer et al., 2005, p. 160) via accountability processes. Third, the Standards may be seen as a tool for promoting professional learning (Mayer et al., 2005) more generally, with ECTs’ professional learning guided by how they respond to or meet each of the Standards (Adoniou & Gallagher, 2017).

Research about the use of the Standards within the mentoring process has often been situated in the pre-service teacher space. In Australia, for example, successful completion of pre-service teachers’ work-integrated learning is determined by their effective illustration of practice as defined by the Standards. Research has indicated, however, that among supervising mentors there is a tendency to use the Standards as a “tick box” approach rather than use them as a reflective tool (Bradbury et al., 2020) for teacher growth. Despite this, other studies have reported that beginning teachers may feel that the Standards help them to focus on all aspects of their teaching and that the requirement to collect evidence and demonstrate their performance against the Standards (Adoniou & Gallagher, 2017; Hudson & Hudson, 2016) forces them to reflect and “take stock” (Adoniou & Gallagher, 2017) of their progress as a developing teacher. Thus, as suggested by Grima-Farrell et al. (2019), standards-driven discourses of regulation and development have been identified in the mentoring of pre-service teachers.

The Teacher Standards in Australia, and similar frameworks abroad, are often lauded in the policy space to explicitly benefit the profession. Standards have been espoused to provide a common professional language for teaching and an explicit framework that can be a powerful tool for assessing teacher performance and development, as well as to support their continuing growth at different stages of their career (Darling-Hammond, 2017; Sachs, 2016). In Australia, at the time of the release of the Teacher Standards in 2011, they were promoted as a basis for teacher development and reflection and as a guide to professional learning (Leonard, 2012). This focus has been undermined, however, by the frenetic movement toward reforming teacher practice to address perceived failings in competitive global rankings.
Instead, the Standards have been repurposed as part of the larger GERM (global education reform movement) (Sahlberg, 2010) that has “reshaped and reconfigured different aspects of teachers’ work and learning” (Mockler, 2022, p. 166). In other words, while teacher standards as a concept might have been initially conceived to align with professional learning and professional credibility, they have moved into a regulatory space where teachers need to provide evidence against the Standards to achieve registration and to be promoted to higher levels (Adoniou & Gallagher, 2017; Mahony & Hextall, 2000). In Australia, this has seen the prioritisation of excessive datafication, curriculum control, and pedagogical homogeneity placing teacher autonomy, creativity, and sense of professionalism under duress (Mockler, 2022). Power (2009) notes that this regulatory approach is part of a general societal malaise where professions have fallen prey to organisation-specific internal control and compliance systems. In this context, the Standards can therefore be seen as a tool “for measuring the efficiency and effectiveness of systems, institutions and individuals” (Mahony & Hextall, 2000, p. 31), emphasising what can be measured at the expense of the immeasurable (Mahony & Hextall, 2000). Ryan and Bourke (2018) note that a clear message has been sent through policy documents relating to the Teacher Standards that they will be used in identifying and dealing with unsatisfactory teacher performance. As a result, the Standards are used as the goal or outcome desired from the induction/mentoring programme, thus devaluing the supportive aspect which research shows can be integral to the development of ECTs (Polkoff et al., 2015; Spooner-Lane, 2017).

Using the Standards in this regulatory way may very likely create more pressure for ECTs (Mitchell et al., 2017), inhibit their learning (Adoniou, 2016), and create tensions between induction as an assessment and induction as support and socialisation (Mitchell et al., 2017). It seems apparent that the use of the Standards as an assessment tool in induction programmes narrows beginning teachers’ opportunities to develop their own teaching repertoire and professional autonomy and rather sees them being constructed as a particular sort of teacher (Devos, 2010) that mentors may also feel obligated to exemplify and promote. In some contexts, such as Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, and the Philippines (Asih et al., 2022), teacher standards linked to induction programmes for ECTs are recommended but not formally enforced and are not directly linked to accreditation and licensing, and thus are more about the schools’ context and needs (Goodwin & Low, 2021). However, in many countries, such as Australia, contemporary mentoring is faced with a prevailing tension between support for ECT growth and accountability, creating a discrepant space that mentors are also compelled to try and navigate.

Certainly, there is a necessity for further comprehensive and systematic research into beginning teachers and mentoring to inform the development of any future policy that seeks to fortify the role of Teacher Standards in mentoring practice. Whilst several studies (see Adoniou & Gallagher, 2017; Bradbury et al., 2020; Forde et al., 2016) comment on the tension between the developmental and regulatory roles of professional standards, to date, there appears to be a deficit of research studies that supports effective, balanced practice for mentors and ECTs. This study and paper go some way in addressing this need by investigating both the mentors’ and ECTs’ perceptions of the role of the Australian Teacher Standards in the mentoring process.
Before we describe the study’s methodology and present the findings, we need to acknowledge the research of Stephen Ball, Meg Maguire, and Annette Braun (Ball, 2012; Ball et al., 2011; Braun et al., 2010; Maguire et al., 2015) on the policy work of teachers in which teachers are described as both “receivers and agents” (Ball et al., 2011, p. 626) of policy. In so being, they enact, rather than implement, policy (Maguire et al., 2015) in multifaceted ways, with policy “a process that is diversely and repeatedly contested and/or subject to ‘interpretation’ as it is enacted in original and creative ways within institutions and classrooms” (Braun et al., 2010, p. 549). In this way, it can be said that schools and teachers work in ways that represent their own “take” on a policy (Braun et al., 2010, p. 547). That said, this paper does not adopt a critical orientation to understanding the socio-cultural factors that underlie the development of policy uptake; rather, it embraces an experiential orientation (Byrne, 2022) that seeks to understand and foreground the attitudes and experiences of those teachers engaged in mentoring work and the ways that they deem fit to engage, or not, with the Teacher Standards as part of this process.

Methodology

Participants in this study included 15 ECTs and 15 mentors from eight independent school sites, six in Queensland (QLD) \((n = 20)\) and two in New South Wales (NSW) \((n = 10)\) in 2022. Of the 15 ECT participants, 12 were female, and 10 of the 15 mentors were also female. ECTs included those in their first year of teaching, through to their third year, and mentors had a range of experience in a mentoring role from one year through to 10 years. All schools were year Prep (first year of formal schooling) – year 12 (final year of formal schooling) schools, except for one Year 3-Year 12 school. Participants worked in Primary \((n = 18)\) and secondary \((n = 12)\) settings. All participants were de-identified and allocated a pseudonym during the interview transcription phase. The first letter of the pseudonym indicates the state in which they work (Q-Queensland and N-New South Wales), the next letter indicates their role in the mentoring partnership (M-Mentor and E-ECT), and the number indicates their interview number. For example, QM3 is a mentor from Queensland.

The independent schools in which the participants were situated were representative of regional and metropolitan school settings of varying sizes across faith affiliations, philosophical and pedagogical persuasion, and the socio-cultural and economic characteristics of the communities they serve. Unlike their system-driven counterparts, independent schools in Australia are governed by their own school board rather than an overarching system authority. While independent schools are autonomous regarding their governance in comparison to their state-based or government-run school counterparts, they are still held accountable to “state and territory and Australian Government legislation which together impose requirements in relation to financial operation, accountability, the curriculum, assessment and reporting” (Independent Schools Australia, 2022, section 2). Thus, teachers within the independent sector are required to work with the Teacher Standards and illustrate their address of these for the purpose of teacher registration and employability.

As part of a larger mentoring project (The Future-focused Mentoring Project UniSQ HREC Approval number: H21REA310) for which these teachers had volunteered, and
following written consent, 20–25-minute semi-structured online interviews were conducted by the research team at the start of the project with each mentor and ECT to gain an understanding of the participants’ mentoring experiences, practices, and beliefs. As part of this interview, participants were asked questions, such as:

What place do the Teacher Standards have in your mentoring conversations? Why do you think that is?

Participants’ responses, as part of the larger interviews, were transcribed and subsequently analysed using Braun and Clarke’s (2019) reflexive thematic approach (RTA). Their approach celebrates the evolving, flexible and organic nature of coding and thematic development that occurs as the researcher engages in highly “reflective and thoughtful engagement with their data and their reflexive and thoughtful engagement with the data analysis process” (Braun & Clarke, 2019, p. 594). Coding of the data in this instance was predominantly inductive, though relevance was determined in relation to the research question and Grima-Farrell et al.’s (2019) aforementioned embrace of

1. Data familiarisation
   Each transcript was read and reread in full, rather than just focusing on responses to direct questions about this topic. This ensured that all data pertaining to the research question was appreciated. Initial trends and responses to these data were noted.

2. Generation of codes (Iterations 1-3)
   This was done manually. Data relevant to the research question was coded using track changes and transferred to a coding spreadsheet identifying text segment, participant (pseudonym), and first, second and third iteration code (short descriptive phrases).

3. Generating candidate themes
   Initial themes and subthemes generated based on coding salience—both regularity of codes and meaningfulness (Braun and Clarke, 2019; Byrne, 2021) across the entire data set.

4. Reviewing candidate themes
   Themes were reviewed for quality, boundaries, depth, and coherence. Themes revised to ensure that themes were internally coherent and externally representative of the entire data set.

5. Themes defined, and data extracts selected that would provide a rich representation of participant accounts in response to research question.

Figure 1. Data analysis process (adapted from Byrne 2022).
regulatory and developmental terminology. Coding progressed through Braun and Clarke’s (2019) guidelines for analysis (Figure 1). In this instance, only 10 of the participants were pre-established mentoring partners, and the remainder had not specifically worked together previously. Therefore we did not engage in a comparative analysis of specific partner responses.

While Braun and Clarke (2019) do not specifically hold to the appropriateness of intercoder reliability, they do consider it beneficial for dual researcher involvement for the purpose of reaching a greater depth and richness of data interpretation through collaborative exploration of data meaning and assumptions (Byrne, 2022). Two of the research team therefore collaboratively engaged with the interview data, with sense-making undertaken through a shared and provocative discussion of noticing and shared interpretation.

From this analysis, we arrived at three key findings in response to the research question. In essence, teachers demonstrated a:

1. Regulatory address of the Standards
2. Developmental address of the Standards
3. Cursory address of the Standards

These three ways in which mentors and early career teachers in this study used or referred to the Standards as part of their mentoring work will now be examined in turn.

**Findings and discussion**

The ways of working with the Standards, while categorised as regulatory, developmental, and cursory, were not necessarily stable, or exclusive to particular roles or individuals; rather, early career teachers and mentors alike moved between these enactments of the Standards though some ways of working were more prominent in some contexts and with some individuals.

**The standards as regulatory**

There was an acceptance among both the mentors and early career teachers that there was a need to address the Teacher Standards at some stage in the mentoring process as an essential requirement for the move to full teacher registration of ECTs. However, the address of the Standards for this purpose seemed to be positioned as a distinct mentoring activity focused on supporting teachers to understand what evidence of practice was required, and how it should be documented, in order that regulatory requirements were met. For example, QM19 explained that she ran specific sessions on the development of the ECTs’ e-portfolios, a digital compilation of illustrations of their practice against each of the Teacher Standards. This task occurred outside of scheduled mentoring conversations and was almost administrative in nature.

For a number of ECTs and mentors, the requirement that a portfolio of practice against each standard must be developed acts as an additional pressure that takes away time
from the real work of teaching and the benefits of mentoring. For example, NE2 stated that:

And so I think the challenge is just under being under time pressure and knowing that I have to meet certain descriptors and standards and fill something in and find the time with [mentor] to discuss that.

For NM1, an experienced mentor, there was frustration that “It’s good to be aware of them, but it’s kind of a box-ticker on a lot of documentation that we have; which is a time-waster as far as I’m concerned”.

Despite these frustrations, ECTs and mentors remain very aware of the high-stakes nature of addressing the Standards and note that addressing this aspect of the support process is unavoidable. As another ECT (NE10) explained:

At the moment I’m working on my accreditation, so my mentor is deliberately looking at the Standards very closely and making sure that my teaching is aligned with the Standards because I wanna meet my accreditation.

In these instances, the Standards create a separate and distinct responsibility that sits parallel to the work that these mentors see as supporting and developing ECTs. As a tool for reaching full registration in the profession (Langdon et al., 2019), mentoring is proposed to assist ECTs to gather the evidence they need to be determined as worthy to be admitted more fully into the profession (Mayer et al., 2005). The argument here is not that these mentors should abandon ECTs to manage this process alone; rather, it signals the challenge for some mentoring partners to create a process of mentoring that can simultaneously address both accountability and growth for their mentee.

Some mentors and ECTs managed this duality by keeping the regulatory aspect of the Standards in mind during mentoring conversations as their way of ensuring that their ECT did not get “caught out without the evidence they need for their portfolio” (QM7). As QM1 explained:

So we try to identify those [relevant Standards] … which will also help to hopefully eventually build that portfolio that will need to be created at some point. So the registration process is definitely in the back of my mind as we go …

QM17, another experienced mentor, similarly ensures that practices raised as a topic during mentoring conversations can serve the dual purpose of highlighting potential evidence that her ECT can use to meet accountabilities.

She’s working towards developing a portfolio, so I’ve actually talked to her about how she could use it as evidence. So if she’s used a particular strategy, take a photo of it or if it’s a template or something, use that as a sample … to serve your purpose for the portfolio as well.

In short, several mentors and ECTs endeavour to ease the pressure of collecting evidence of their practice against the Standards by creating a hybrid mentoring approach, both developmental and regulatory in nature. As QE16 stated about their involvement as an ECT in mentoring:

Yeah. So just using this for our portfolio, obviously, it should connect to the APSTs you want to work on. So it’s kind of just you already have to do that. So why not just connect it to what practice you’re doing?
In this instance, rather than quarantining evidence gathering to its own mentoring session, mentoring partners sought to integrate the Standards at opportune times in regular mentoring sessions. This delicate balancing act between the developmental and regulatory goals for mentors has previously been recognised in the literature (Adoniou & Gallagher, 2017; Bradbury et al., 2020; Forde et al., 2016), yet it remains that attention to the Standards is perceived as an add-on to the real work of mentoring. While this study has demonstrated the effort that mentors are investing to support ECTs to address accreditation tasks, such findings could justify a contestation of the inclusion of this regulatory task as a role for mentors. Previous research has also argued the separation of such evaluative processes from the mentoring role (Polikoff et al., 2015; Spooner-Lane, 2017), though not specific to the gathering of formative evidence for accreditation purposes.

**The Standards as developmental**

Whereas in some instances the Standards were only referenced during mentoring from a regulatory perspective, not all ECTs and mentors were averse to using the Standards in a more developmental manner. In some instances, mentors saw the Standards as a useful guide for mentoring conversations. In these cases, both mentors and ECTs saw the Standards as offering a direction or structure to the mentoring process; thus offering a guide through discussions about practice, as illustrated by NM4’s comment about the use of the Standards in their mentoring conversations:

I’m a standards nerd. I can see the value of those standards because they’re not in opposition to what we’re trying to do here as a school, and in fact, at times I think it’s probably an easier entry point for teachers, especially early in their career.

Others such as QM22 lamented that they did not currently make enough use of the Standards as a way of highlighting the great practices occurring in their ECTs’ classrooms. They stated: “I actually think we don’t use them enough. And there’s a lot that we do in classrooms that’s very affirming, and you can point directly to which standard they are using”.

Along with seeing a connection between their work as teachers and the Standards, some ECTs saw the Standards as providing a way of ensuring they were on track across the practices defined by the Standards and potential areas that require professional attention. For example, QE13 stated that:

I guess to me, the [S]tandards are a reminder of what we need to do; not so much as rules, but to kind of go back and see if you are meeting those things. I guess it’s kind of checklist if you’re meeting all the requirements. It really narrows down which ones you need to do.

Notably, the ECTs were the most positive about the Standards as a means of guiding their mentoring discussions and as a source of developmental guidance. Unlike several mentors that censured the inadequacy of the Standards (to be discussed in the next section), a number of ECTs felt that they were a clear and accurate representation of their key responsibilities and as such, a useful tool for narrowing down diverse and broad professional areas for improvement and creating very specific goals for focused discussion. ECT N3 stated:
Yeah, I mean, I think they should be used as a really good way of framing the conversation. How can we improve your teaching? That’s too big of a question. Say, right this term, we’re gonna really focus on choosing some goals and working these descriptors rather than just broad brushstrokes.

For another, QE13, the Standards provided an avenue for their mentor to structure very clear feedback on where they judged the ECTs’ practice to be in order that specific areas for improvement could be identified:

So she went through each [Standard], one to say, “I think this is where you’re at here, and this is where you’re at here”, and giving me feedback on those areas. She gave me some really positive feedback as well as some areas for improvement. You know, it was helpful in giving me more motivation to work and giving me direction. I left it as well knowing that I’ve been meeting some expectations.

For QE13, the process of using the Standards as a tool to identify goals for teacher development offered clarity and reassurance. A few of the mentors also supported the inclusion of the Standards in their mentoring conversations, as “a really good way to reflect on a specific thing that you feel you’re struggling with” (QM14). In doing so, NM8 believes that “they’re really helpful in just refocusing us on what core teaching business is”.

Thus, ECTs perceived the Standards as having utility value as a developmental tool for their professional development. The ECTs spoke of the value of the Standards in providing a language for mentors’ feedback, a structure for their mentoring conversations, and a measure by which they could potentially be reassured of their value to the profession (Adoniou & Gallagher, 2017; Hudson & Hudson, 2016). This use of the Standards as goals and milestones generally provided a structure for them to make sense of their very broad range of responsibilities as an early career teacher (Adoniou & Gallagher, 2017) which can seem overwhelming. Similar findings have been reported in studies with pre-service teachers, with pre-service teachers more likely than their supervisors to see the utility of the Teacher Standards (Loughland & Ellis, 2016).

While the use of the Standards to structure mentoring conversations toward standards-aligned development is therefore perceived as assistive in some instances, there remains the concern raised in the research that the Standards alone fall very short of providing a complete representation of who teachers are, and need to be (Goodwin, 2021; Larsen & Allen, 2021; Mockler, 2022). With Standards focused on the observable, measurable, and technicist aspects of teaching (Mahony & Hextall, 2000; Mockler, 2022), mentoring for other teaching attributes such as critical dispositional development may be overlooked to the detriment of both ECTs and the profession more broadly (Larsen et al., 2023).

The standards as cursory

Significant to this study as an extension to Grima-Farrell’s (2019) work on the deployment of Standards in mentoring, some of the mentors and ECTs paid significantly less intentional focus to the Standards as a tool for teacher development and capacity building during mentoring conversations. These teachers felt that despite the obvious expectations that teachers, and ECTs more specifically in this situation, must be able to demonstrate each of the Standards for accountability purposes, they did not consider it either necessary or warranted to specifically frame their mentoring conversations around
these descriptors. For many of the participants, this hesitancy to pursue a Standards focused approach was due to the insufficiency of the Standards to represent the realities of teachers’ work. NM1, for example, described the inadequacy of the Standards in the following way:

Yeah, nothing. I mean, I’m aware of them but a lot of the stuff around the professional Standards are either common sense or are kind of overblown. They are documents that don’t necessarily connect to the classroom. The classroom is about relationships and relevance, and those things are not represented in the [P]rofessional [S]tandards.

These teachers saw teaching as a complex profession that required the development of more than the set of knowledges and skills outlined in the Standards, and that mentoring if focused on the Standards, would fail to provide the kinds of professional discourse that would develop ECTs in ways essential to be successful in the profession. From QM7’s perspective:

You’re kind of just using the rubric of the Standards, but it doesn’t really give you that guidance within emotional intelligence or how to build resilience and teach how to inspire them. You know, so you’re still kind of looking at it from an operational perspective for mentoring, but it is more than just an operational perspective. We’re dealing with people, and that side of things is never really reflected in the Standards. … there’s a whole other piece that’s missing in terms of what mentors need to do…. I think the [S]tandards are really missing the heart of people.

QM19 concurs that without this deeper consideration of the demands of the profession, important areas for teacher development will be ignored. As she states:

There’s a lot of things that it doesn’t encapsulate. It doesn’t encapsulate entrepreneurship skills, specifically intuition, and managing those in-the-moment things where you make decisions on that … And so if you look at the [S]tandards, I don’t see that anywhere in the Standards how to deal with complex situations.

With a narrow Standards-based approach, mentors cautioned that the whole process can become “clinical” (QM7) rather than “a deep learning about the profession” (QM19).

While many of the mentors made only cursory mention of the Standards during mentoring conversations with their ECTs, most ECTs were less critical of the Standards than their experienced counterparts. That said, they concurrently understood the constraints that could come with an overemphasis on these during their mentoring experiences. As N6 (ECT) explained:

The [P]rofessional [S]tandards … I suppose again you could labour the point … try to make those links which is what you have to do in the accreditation process, but the links aren’t necessarily there, aren’t they? In the daily mentoring conversation, your mentor may not directly mention [P]rofessional [S]tandards. I think it would be forced.

For QE8, there appeared to be little concern about the absence of explicit address of the Standards with their mentor, stating:

Look, I’m sure they’re there, but we probably, in all honesty, haven’t given a massive focus to them. But you can definitely draw back on them with, you know, strategies that you’re using … They definitely link, but we don’t, you know, say, “This is the one we’re focussing on, sort of thing”.
Similarly, QE10 considered the casual address of the Standards, somewhat in passing during mentoring, as understandable. She stated:

We usually do make that connection to the APSTs. To be honest, they don’t play much of a role. I feel like subconsciously they kind of underline everything we do. But there’s no really explicit mention to, like, “Oh, we’re going to definitely address this one”. It’s more tagged on. Which APST does this align with? That part of the conversation ends.

For these mentors and ECTs, the Standards fell short of providing an authentic and comprehensive address of teachers’ development and capacity-building needs. This sentiment was made manifest in a few ways. First, the Standards did not address the teacher adaptability required to deal with the novelty, change and uncertainty of their complex working environment (Collie et al., 2018). Second, there is a perception that the Standards do not describe and maybe cannot describe the type of emotional intelligence (Dolev & Leshem, 2017) needed to successfully navigate the myriad relationships required with students, colleagues, and parents/caregivers. Third, there was a perception that the teacher standards were too mundane and low-level to warrant their inclusion in the important work of teacher professional development. These sentiments put what the Standards can be expected to provide as a professional learning tool (Leonard, 2012) for mentors and ECTs under scrutiny and suggest that relying heavily on the Standards to drive mentoring conversations may delimit critical teacher development needed to support ECTs into the future. That said, where mentors have been charged with assisting ECTs to attain full registration, a perfunctory address of the Standards during mentoring may leave the ECT to struggle to meet requirements for their own accreditation, a process critical to their career advancement.

**Limitations of this study**

The limitations of the study include the sample size and composition. The sample size of 30 participants allows for generalisability at the theoretical level in relation to the regulatory and developmental use of the Standards but not at the level of replicability. This means that we encourage other researchers to further examine the regulatory and developmental use of Teacher Standards as a potentially generative and professionally useful avenue of inquiry.

The composition of the sample is also of note, as all the participants were from independent schools, and this may have influenced the findings. It should be noted that, in 2021, Independent schools accounted for 15.4% of the Australian school population (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2022), and are considered to have more decision-making autonomy (Demas & Arcia, 2013) than the larger public and Catholic school systems in Australia. This autonomy may have skewed our findings to a more skeptical view of Teacher Standards than might be expected in a different sector, such as Australian government schools.

**Conclusion and implications**

In this paper, we have highlighted three key perspectives of ECTs and mentors regarding Teacher Standards as they work together through the mentoring process: that of ensuring ECTs are supported to collect evidence of practice that meets regulatory requirements in order that they may move forward to teacher registration; to develop capacity with the
focus areas of the Standards offering a helpful framework for goal setting and mentoring direction; and to be cognisant of the insufficiency of the Standards to prepare ECTs for longevity in a profession that requires more than the Standards represent. These findings have significant implications for teacher mentoring moving forward.

We argue that while each perspective serves an important purpose, in isolation each falls short of providing the full gamut of purposeful mentoring. Instead, we contribute to previous arguments that caution against dual regulatory and developmental responsibilities within the mentoring process (Polikoff et al., 2015; Spooner-Lane, 2017). However, in the spirit of pragmatism whereby many mentors are charged with this responsibility (Polikoff et al., 2015; Spooner-Lane, 2017), these findings suggest that mentoring needs to employ a balanced approach to the Standards for regulatory and standards-based developmental purposes. Further, we argue the need for mentoring to go beyond the Standards to experience the kind of deep learning that speaks to the complexity of the teaching profession (Mockler, 2022).

We do not however within this paper argue that such recommendations make their way into a set of mentoring standards to which mentors are held accountable as has already occurred in countries such as England with problematic consequences (Jerome & Brook, 2020) and a strategy currently under consideration in Australia as reported in the Next Steps: Report of the Quality Initial Teacher Education Review (Department of Education, Skills, and Employment, 2022). Instead, we argue that the professional development of mentors be extended to consider the ways in which Standards are and could be employed effectively.

**Further research**

The regulatory, developmental, and critical address of the Teacher Standards in ECT mentoring as found in this study warrants further study. One hypothesis for this further research could focus on the relative experience of both ECTs and mentors with the use of the Standards in a developmental fashion. Another hypothesis for future research could examine the link between mentor training (Stanulis et al., 2019) and the positioning of the Standards in mentoring. Given the ever-expanding responsibilities of the mentor, it would also be timely to investigate the impact of mentors’ role intensification. We encourage future work that can engage with alternative educational contexts to determine how the Standards are positioned among other educators working in Australia and internationally where Teacher Standards are impacting teachers’ work.
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